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ABSTRACT

We investigate the effectiveness with which the accuracy ofa
prompted speech corpus can be validated when minimal ad-
ditional speech resources are available, and specifically when
a language model in the target language is not available. We
compare a word-based variant of Goodness of Pronuncia-
tion (GOP) with a phone-based dynamic programming (PDP)
scoring technique. The first technique uses the acoustic like-
lihood ratio and the second the optimal alignment between
an observed phone string (generated by a speech recogniser)
and a reference phone string (obtained from a dictionary) to
generate validation scores. We define a new technique to ob-
tain a PDP scoring matrix in a data-driven fashion, examine
different ways of using GOP for word scoring, and find that
variants of both techniques provide results that are effective
for corpus validation.

Index Terms— speech corpora, corpus validation, good-
ness of pronunciation, phone-based dynamic programming
scores

1. INTRODUCTION

The development of high-quality automatic speech-recognition
(ASR) systems requires large and diverse corpora of ortho-
graphically transcribed speech [1]. For the vast majority of
the languages on earth, such corpora are not available [2] and
it does not seem feasible that normal commercial forces will
produce resources for all these languages in the foreseeable
future. Hence, it is significant that recent years have seen
the development of several novel approaches to obtain such
data at substantially lower costs than those of conventional
corpora. For example:

• Audio recordings along with approximate transcripts,
which are made available on the Internet for human
consumption, can be mined to extract useable cor-
pora [3, 4, 5];

• Crowdsourcing can be used to solicit recordings or
transcriptions from a wide range of contributors [6]; or

• Smartphone applications can be used to collect speech
from targeted speakers quickly and efficiently [7, 8].
Smartphone applications (also utilised in this study)

typically assists with the enrolment of contributors,
displays the prompts which are to be read and records
the resulting speech.

In all of the above approaches, the accuracy of the available
transcriptions (i.e. how well the transcriptions match thespo-
ken acoustics) is an important unknown. The identification or
validation of acoustic segments that match transcription seg-
ments is an important task for several reasons, including the
following:

• Depending on the fraction of the corpus with inaccurate
transcriptions, such selection may be crucial, mildly
beneficial or irrelevant for the training of acoustic mod-
els.

• In all cases, having a gold standard of accurately tran-
scribed speech is a prerequisite for assessing the accu-
racy of ASR systems developed using the data.

• The well-transcribed portions may be useful for other
purposes, such as the development of pronunciation
dictionaries or for the analysis of the acoustic phonet-
ics of the target languages.

Clearly, corpus selection / validation of this nature is a multi-
faceted task, and a number of factors must be considered in
order to develop approaches that perform well under a given
set of circumstances. A basic issue concerns the extent of the
items that are to be validated, which can range from entire ut-
terances down to words or even individual phones. Another
important set of issues relates to the quality of existing re-
sources in the target language: are resources such as acous-
tic models, high-accuracy pronunciation models or language
models with suitable coverage available? These issues inter-
act with the size of the corpus to be validated: a large corpus
can, to some extent, compensate for limitations in the exist-
ing resources. Finally, the extent of the expected mismatch
between acoustics and transcriptions is an important variable:
for example, prompts read in a laboratory by reasonably lit-
erate respondents will be significantly different from those
produced by infrequent readers in an outdoor setting. Ap-
proximate transcriptions of spontaneous speech (aimed, for
example, at visitors to a Web page who have the option of ei-
ther listening to a podcast or reading the associated transcript)
will have yet another set of characteristics.



In this work we consider the validation of corpora that
were collected with a smartphone-based application,Woe-
fzela [8]. As is typical of under-resourced languages, both
the language models and the available pronunciation lexicons
are quite limited; on the other hand, our data-collection tools
and protocol make it easy to collect fairly sizeable corpora
(consisting of 50 to 100 hours of speech). Also, the resulting
transcriptions are reasonably accurate, since the field work-
ers doing the data collection are instructed to verify that the
speakers are sufficiently competent at reading the prompts
displayed by Woefzela. Given our wish to retain as much of
the corpus as possible, and to perform lexicon development
within this context, we have chosen to select individualwords
as the items to be verified.

Below, we briefly review some previous work that is rele-
vant to this task. Thereafter, Section 3 describes the approach
we have taken, as well as some of the variations possible. In
section 4 we describe an empirical investigation undertaken
for two under-resourced South African languages (isiNdebele
and Afrikaans), the results of which are presented in Section
5. In Section 7 we review our findings and provide a perspec-
tive on what remains to be done.

2. BACKGROUND

The validation task that we introduced above can be schema-
tised as follows: given a spoken utterancex, how confident
are we that the supposed transcriptionw1w2...wN corre-
sponds tox? To move to a finer grain, we can perform
forced alignment, and then ask the same question about each
word wi and its aligned stretch of speechxi, or even each
of the individual phones in a phonetic transcription ofwi.
The utterance-level question is generally associated withcon-
fidence scoring in ASR – for example, to decide whether
confirmation of a recognised user response is required. The
word-level analysis typically occurs in spoken-term detection
(STD), and phone-level judgments are commonly required
for computer-aided pronunciation tutoring (CAPT).

In light of the statistical approaches that currently dom-
inate ASR, it is natural to phrase each of these questions in
probabilistic terms. For example, one can compute the poste-
rior probability of the relevant entity having occurred, given
the acoustic evidence. If lattice-based recognition is used for
either ASR or STD, a relatively straightforward algorithm for
the computation of such posteriors was developed by Wessel
et al. [9]; if a sufficiently rich language model is available,
such lattice-based confidence scoring has been shown to per-
form very well.

In the absence of such a representative language model,
alternative confidence estimates have to be considered. Sev-
eral approaches are summarised in [10]; typically, some com-
bination of acoustic likelihoods, density of the hypothesised
words in the N-best list, and prosodic features is used. Inno-
vations in this category continue to flourish – for example, Vu

et al. recently proposed [11] the combination of N-best lists
from acoustic models for several languages in order to per-
form confidence scoring when a sufficiently accurate acoustic
model for the target language is not available.

Different requirements, namely the need for faster search
speed and smaller index size while doing spoken term detec-
tion, were the motivation for the phone-based detection tech-
niques developed in [12]. Here a Hidden Markov Model is
used to create a probabilistic pronunciation model of the ex-
pected sequence, and this is used to score the observed se-
quence relative to an n-gram based garbage model.

For CAPT, the need to make phone-level decisions and
the relative certainty about the intended utterance are both
contra-indications for a lattice-based solution. In fact,the
most popular confidence measures in this application – known
as goodness-of-pronunciation (GOP) measures [13] – simply
compare the phone scores found during forced alignment of
the intended utterance with the highest phone score during a
free decode (with a phone loop) of the same portion of the au-
dio; this can also be seen as an approximation of the posterior
probability of the target phone.

In our case, the weakness of available language models
excludes the use of lattice-based confidence scores; on the
other hand, we have enough training data to create reason-
ably accurate language-specific acoustic models, suggesting
that multilingual N-best lists will be an unnecessarily compli-
cated solution. We have recently achieved good performance
with an approach that computes the confidence score as the
lowest dynamic-programming cost when aligning the freely
decoded phone string to the forced alignment of the transcrip-
tion provided [5, 14], which we describe and extend below.
This approach, along with a word-based adaptation of GOP,
seems like the most suitable options for our verification task,
and are explored during our empirical investigation.

3. PHONE-BASED DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING
(PDP) SCORES

As with GOP and some lattice-based confidence scores, we
perform (a) forced alignment with the presumed transcription
and (b) phone recognition with an ergodic phone loop of the
same audio segment but then use the phone strings directly to
obtain a distance measure. We use dynamic programming –
with a variable scoring matrix – to map the one phone string
to the other. The variable scoring matrix allows us to penalise
more probable recognition errors less severely than differ-
ences that are more likely to be indicative of an unmatched
text/audio segment. We then normalise the resulting dynamic
programming score and use this as confidence score. While
this measure is less grounded in the standard Bayesian theory
of ASR than those that estimate a posterior probability of the
presumed transcription, it is likely to be less fragile in envi-
ronments where the acoustic models do not match the acous-
tics of the target utterances very well [14]. The phone-based



dynamic programming (PDP) score has two other potential
advantages that are relevant in our case:

• Dictionary refinement: the phone-string distances make
it simple to group together related pronunciations of
words found in the free-decode process, and thus to
suggest alternative dictionary entries when such pro-
nunciations are sufficiently frequent.

• Robustness to phone substitutions: dialect differences
often lead to systematic substitutions; by appropriate
manipulation of the scoring matrix, we can detect such
substitutions, yet not treat them as erroneous utter-
ances.

Below, we describe the general process of calculating PDP
scores, as well as a novel process we employ for training a
scoring matrix.

3.1. Calculating PDP scores

Given an audio and text segment, the overall process in our
current implementation consists of the following steps:

1. Free recognition is performed on the audio segment us-
ing a phone-loop grammar in order to produce anob-
served string.

2. A dictionary lookup (or an ASR alignment if the tar-
get phone string is a segment within a larger utterance)
produces areference string.

3. A standard DP algorithm with a pre-calculated scoring
matrix is used to align the observed and reference string
with each other.

4. The resulting score obtained from the best dynamic
programming path is divided by the number of phones
in the alignment (which may be longer than either of
the strings individually).

5. This score is normalised by subtracting the optimal
score that can be obtained for the given reference
string. (More on this below.)

Additional refinements can be implemented through
phonotactic rules applicable to the specific language. For
example, during alignment, not scoring any repeated phones
that are mapped to insertions in the aligned string. (For ex-
ample, ignoring the ‘n’ of the phone string /i n n/ if mapped
to the aligned string /i n -/ when scoring the word ‘in’.) In
addition, variant

In this work, we are interested in obtaining the PDP score
at the word level, where the words themselves are embedded
within an utterance. Such word-level scores can be gener-
ated in different ways. In prior work [15], we used ASR-
based alignments of the audio data to identify word bound-
aries, and used these start and end times to select the rele-
vant phonemes from the decoded string. The decoded string

was then scored against all possible variants obtained froma
pronunciation dictionary, and the best score selected. A cus-
tomisable time-based margin was used to decide whether a
phone on the boundary of an event should be included in the
event or not.

Given that such a time-based approach is sensitive to
miss-alignments introduced by mismatching text and audio
(such as a word omitted, added or mispronounced by the
speaker, or background speech included in the recording),
we utilise an alternative approach in this study. We perform
ASR-based alignment of the entire utterance to select a single
phone string to be used as reference, and then perform DP
alignment of the reference to the observed string at the utter-
ance level. For each word, we then use the word start and end
phones from the reference string to identify corresponding
words in the observed string. Inter-word phones are flagged
as inserted words.

The main process to calculate PDP scores, as proposed
above, is quite straightforward, but some implementation
choices affect the performance of this measure. These in-
clude:

• Thegranularity of the phone set: directly related to the
number of phones in the set, different choices may re-
sult in more reliable, less exact models or more detailed
models that may potentially be poorly estimated.

• The scoring matrix used during dynamic program-
ming. Such a matrix specifies the cost associated with
a specific substitution between a phone in the refer-
ence string and the observed string, and can either be
constructed manually or derived from the data.

• The precisedynamic programming algorithmused,
and specifically, the scoring of inserted and deleted ele-
ments. For example, the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm
specifies a fixed gap penalty – the cost of allowing a gap
in either the observed or reference string – which may
also be manipulated separately as the cost of opening a
gap, and the cost of extending a gap. Our implemen-
tation associates a different value with the insertion or
deletion of any given phone (based on the identity of
the phone).

3.2. Training a variable scoring matrix

As it is expected that the quality of the variable scoring ma-
trix would be central to the performance of this technique, we
define a data-driven process for obtaining the scoring matrix.
For this discussion, we usescore(r, o) to refer to the value
of the scoring matrix associated with reference phoner and
observed phoneo. We usescore(r,−) to refer to the score
associated with the deletion ofr, andscore(−, o) to refer to
the score associated with the insertion ofo. We initialise our
scoring matrix using a flat matrix, for example, a score of +1



whenr = o and a score of -1 ofr 6= o. (The training process
is not sensitive with regard to the initial values.)

We then align all our data at the utterance level, and cal-
culate a counts matrix containing the number of times that
each true phoner was recognised as phoneo. We smooth
this matrix by adding a single count to each entry. From this
smoothed matrix, a set of log posterior probabilities can be
calculated directly, that is, a matrix containinglogP (r|o): the
log probability that that the true phone that occurred wasr,
given thato was observed. (Note that a probability-based
confusion matrix usually containsP (o|r), that is, the prob-
ability that a phoneo would be observed given that the true
phone that occurred wasr.) We then add the overall dele-
tion probability to each of the deletion scores (score(r,−))).
We use log likelihoods to allow us to sum values across intra-
word phones, and add the overall deletion log probability to
compensate for the fact that the likelihood of a deletion is un-
known even after seeing the observed phone string.

The final matrix is used to calculate a set of optimal log
likelihoods per reference phoneme. (The maximum value of
score(r, .) over all elements in rowr.) This is used to calcu-
late a ‘optimal score’ for each reference string, which is used
in (5) described above. This score acts as a ‘background’
model to ensure that scores across words containing either
more or less confusable phonemes remain comparable.

3.3. Discussion

Apart from a different form of normalisation and calculation
of the scoring matrix, the most significant difference between
this method and the one proposed by [16] is the way in which
the reference and observed phone strings are selected and
aligned. As described in (3) above, we search for the opti-
mal alignment, while [16] uses a simpler chunk-based system
(which is appropriate in their case as their aim is to rank hy-
potheses, not calculate a confidence measure across terms).
Interestingly, the Viterbi search for a single best path through
an HMM, as used in [12], produces very similar results to
performing dynamic programming alignment using an itera-
tively improved scoring matrix, with the sameP (o|r) used to
calculate word-based scores in both approaches.

In the next section, we apply this technique to the valida-
tion task described in Section 1, and compare its performance
to extensions of the GOP algorithm that were developed for
whole-word verification.

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Our experiments were performed in the context of a real
validation task, namely the development of wideband ASR
corpora in the eleven official languages of South Africa,
as commissioned by the South African National Centre for
Human Language Technologies (NCHLT) [8]. In each lan-
guage, data were collected from approximately two hundred

speakers; each speaker read approximately 500 short prompts
which were displayed and recorded with the Android smart-
phone application Woefzela. To simulate typical use cases,all
languages (besides English) contained a mixture of prompts
from the target language, English, and diverse proper names;
more details are available in [8].

We report on experiments that were conducted on two of
the NCHLT languages, namely isiNdebele and Afrikaans.

4.1. Extracting phone strings

The data in each language were split into four partitions with
no speaker overlap. Each partition thus contained approx-
imately 12 – 15 hours of speech, from approximately 50
speakers. These partitions were then used in cross validation:
we repeatedly trained acoustic models on three of the par-
titions; corpus validation and performance evaluation were
then performed on the remaining portion.

A standard 3-state left to right Hidden Markov Model
(HMM) architecture was used to model context-dependent tri-
phones in each language. As acoustic features, 39-dimensional
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients were used: 13 static co-
efficients with cepstral mean normalisation applied, 13 delta
and 13 double delta coefficients. Triphones were tied at the
state level using decision tree clustering, and each tied-state
triphone was estimated with 8 Gaussian mixtures per state.
Semi-tied transforms were employed throughout.

The pronunciation dictionaries used for acoustic model
development (and for generating reference phone strings)
were quite different for the two languages: both were de-
veloped using a combination of manual and semi-automatic
means, but the Afrikaans pronunciation dictionary [17] was
fairly comprehensive at approximately 24k words, while the
isiNdebele dictionary [18] contained only about 5k words.
Both contained mainly generic words (almost no proper
names or words from foreign origin) and a large number of
words had to be generated using letter-to-sound rules [19]
extracted from the same dictionaries.

4.2. Evaluation protocol

For the evaluation process, we manually validated 50 utter-
ances from each of 8 speakers in each language. Each ut-
terance and all words in each utterance were judged as ‘ac-
ceptable’ renditions of the target transcription or not, where
acceptability depended both on the acoustic quality and the
pronunciation of each word or utterance. Acceptable matches
were also either marked as either anexactmatch, or aclose
match, where the latter may for example include a reader ren-
dering ‘speakers speak’ where ‘speaker speak’ was prompted.
We also annotated insertions (e.g. partial repetitions which
often occur if speakers struggle to read a word or phrase,
or background noise / speech) andstrangewords in the ut-
terances – these included all words that were not considered



generic words in the target language, such as foreign words,
abbreviations, acronyms and proper names.

Depending on the purpose of the corpus, different lev-
els of validation may be required. We therefore evaluate the
accuracy with which our scoring system can identify prob-
lem words for different classification tasks, as listed in Table
1. Thestrict scoring strategy only accepts perfectly matched
words and requires that all else be rejected; thelenientscor-
ing strategy is impartial with regard to all words that are not
clearly good or bad; and theharveststrategy is the typical
one required when building a corpus for ASR purposes: both
exact and close matches are acceptable and ‘strange’ words
(when plausibly produced) are also included; only poor qual-
ity audio and badly pronounced or deleted words are rejected.

Table 1. Different scoring strategies used during evaluation.

strategy accept reject ignore

strict exact match bad audio
strange word wrong word

deleted word
close match

lenient exact match bad audio close match
wrong word strange word
deleted word

harvest exact match bad audio
close match wrong word
strange word deleted word

Corpus validation is performed by accepting all words
that exceed a selected threshold and determining to what ex-
tent this automated accept/reject decision matches the manu-
ally generated accept/reject decision. As we can trade off be-
tween sensitivity and specificity by adjusting the accept/reject
threshold, we evaluate the effectiveness of our scoring tech-
nique for each threshold setting, and use a Detection-Error
Trade-off (DET) curve to plot the fraction of correctly de-
tected acceptable words against the percentage of correctly
rejected unacceptable words. (The closer to the top right-hand
corner the curve, the more effective the technique.)

4.3. Obtaining a GOP benchmark

GOP is typically applied at the phone-level. In order to score
individual words – rather than phones – we create a combined
score in two different ways: by either obtaining a GOP score
per phone and averaging over all phones in the word (phone-
normalised GOP) or obtaining a GOP score per frame and av-
eraging over all frames in the word (frame-normalised GOP).

As we use triphones for DP scoring while most GOP stud-
ies tend to use monophones rather than triphones (seemingly
to circumvent the irregularities introduced by the need for
subsequent triphones to match contexts), we produce results
both for monophones and triphones. (For the monophone
models, we increase the Gaussian mixtures to 256 per state.)

5. RESULTS

5.1. Validating Afrikaans

Our approach, as described in Section 3, assigns a score be-
tween +1 and -1 to each word. A +1 score indicates that the
observed phone string is highly likely to be a rendition of the
target word; a -1 score that this is highly unlikely. (Note that
a perfect match between reference and observed string is not
required to obtain a +1 score).

We first demonstrate the implications of using the differ-
ent evaluation strategies listed in Table 1 by comparing the
DET curves for a single scoring technique (here PDP with a
flat scoring matrix). The resulting figure (Fig. 1) shows that
all three classification schemes can be utilised, with ‘strict’
classification the most difficult to score correctly, and ‘le-
nient’ the easiest, as expected. The ‘harvest’ classification
strategy – which is probably the closest to what is required
for the specific application studied here – lies somewhere in
between.
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Fig. 1. DET curves for the three classification schemes listed
in Table 1, obtained using Afrikaans data and PDP scoring
with a flat matrix.

Next, we compare the four GOP variants in order to select
a suitable benchmark. The four DET curves in Fig. 2 corre-
spond to phone-normalised and frame-normalised GOP scor-
ing (as described in 4.3 above), using either monophones or
triphones to generate acoustic likelihoods. We see that – for
all threshold settings – phone-normalised GOP outperforms
the frame-normalised method, and that triphones outperform
monophones.

Finally, in Fig. 3 we compare our best GOP candidate
(frame-based scoring using triphones) with PDP using either
a flat or a trained matrix. The trained matrix was generated
as described in section 3.2. We see that effective rejectionof
unacceptable words is achieved by all three methods: for ex-
ample, if we want to ensure that 90% of any unacceptable ut-
terances are rejected, we are still able to retain around 80%of
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Fig. 2. ‘harvest’ DET curves for four GOP variants:
monophone-based (mono) or triphone-based (tri), and phone-
normalised (phone) or frame-normalised (frame), obtained
using Afrikaans data.
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Fig. 3. ‘harvest’ DET curves on Afrikaans data for PDP with
a flat and trained matrix, compared to the best performing
GOP variant (phone-normalised, triphone-based).

the good audio with all the methods. Interestingly, while PDP
has the higher equal error rate and perform better at high cor-
rect acceptance values, GOP outperforms PDP at high correct
rejection values. This behaviour is confirmed by viewing the
performance of the same three methods when using ‘strict’
scoring (Fig. 4); now GOP clearly outperforms PDP at high
correct rejection values.

It should be noted in Fig. 3 that the PDP methods are not
able to attain a perfect rejection rate at any threshold. This is
in contrast with GOP, which is able to reject all wrong words
while retaining about 60% of the correct audio. The reason
for this can be traced back to five utterances marked as ‘bad
audio’ by the human verifiers, but portions of which are de-
coded perfectly by the speech recogniser (resulting in a per-
fect phone string, and a perfect score for the relevant words).
Whether or not such words should be flagged as problematic
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Fig. 4. ‘strict’ DET curves on Afrikaans data for PDP with a
flat and trained matrix, compared to the best performing GOP
variant (phone-normalised, triphone-based).

or not, is not immediately clear. (While our evaluation pro-
tocol requires that they are flagged as errors, there is little
chance of such utterances hurting acoustic model training.)

A better intuition of the function of the trained matrix
can be obtained from Fig. 5. Each block corresponds to
score(r, o), with red values close to +1, and blue values close
to -1. The left-hand column is associated with deletions, and
the top row with insertions.
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Fig. 5. PDP scoring matrix trained on the Afrikaans data.

5.2. Validating isiNdebele

When extracting similar DET curves for isiNdebele (Fig. 6),
we again see that the automated validation is successful, with
DET curves following fairly similar trends, except that trained



PDP and GOP are now much closer competitors. Again, to
ensure that at least 90% of unacceptable utterances are re-
jected, around 80% of the good utterances are retained with
the best method (trained PDP at that operating point).

An error analysis of the isiNdebele data shows that the
speakers evaluated generated very few errors overall: only
about 5% of words contained some form of error, while the
Afrikaans corpus contained approximately 17% errors. (The
isiNdebele task itself is therefor more suitable to methodsper-
forming well at higher rejection rates.)
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Fig. 6. ‘harvest’ DET curves on isiNdebele data for PDP with
a flat and trained matrix, compared to phone-normalised,
triphone-based GOP (the best performer of the GOP variants
on isiNdebele data).

6. CONCLUSION

With the availability of tools such as Woefzela, and the in-
creasing affordability of smartphones, speech corpus collec-
tion in under-resourced languages can be performed quickly
and efficiently. As comprehensive language models are typ-
ically not as readily obtainable, techniques are required for
processing speech corpora without relying on extensive lan-
guage models. In this work, we compared the effectiveness
of two such phone-based approaches to corpus validation:
a word-based variant of Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP)
and a new phone-based dynamic programming (PDP) scoring
technique. We found that variants of both techniques pro-
vide results that are effective for corpus validation. Results
are comparable, with PDP scoring using a trained scoring
matrix producing better results at high acceptance rates (and
when requiring more lenient scoring); and phone-normalised,
triphone-based GOP producing better results at high rejection
rates (and when requiring stricter scoring).

The techniques described in this paper were used to
extract trusted subsets from Woefzela-collected data in all
eleven of South Africa’s official languages. In future work,
we aim to use these techniques to assist us with dictionary

refinement in the same eleven languages: both by scoring
existing pronunciations and by suggesting and scoring vari-
ant pronunciations observed in the data. We are specifically
interested in improving the pronunciation of code-switched
words (mostly English words embedded in the matrix lan-
guage) as our current pronunciations of these words are fairly
crude. We expect the process of dictionary improvement and
transcription selection to interact, with improved dictionaries
leading to larger portions of the corpus that can be salvaged
(while making sure that erroneously added dictionary entries
do not lead to inflated corpus acceptance rates).

An additional avenue that we have not yet explored re-
lates to the use of phonotactic transformations prior to DP
scoring. Since the phone strings themselves are being manip-
ulated, typical phonotactic effects (such as the end-of-word
deletions common to the Bantu languages) can be modelled
explicitly to produce additional candidates prior to DP scor-
ing or to score phones differently based on word position.
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